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TES principle

Motivation

Application

Applications of superconducting transition-edge 
sensors (TES) for next-generation x-ray 

spectroscopies

grate thanks to Shinji Okada, RIKEN



large area

mobility

✓
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✓

timing information

high energy resolution✓
✓

large area

Single photon detector

multi-channel or array



Silicon Drift Detector - SDD

e-
e+

X-ray

e-ph

large active area (1cm2) and very thin (450μｍ)

small anode capacitance (<pF) → high resolution

Si(Li)SDD

Anode

high X-ray yield suppress Compton scattering background

150eV 350eV
(FWHM) at 6keVresolution

drift time ~1μs



large area

Single photon detector

multi-channel or array

mobility

×

✓
✓

timing information

ultra-high energy resolution✓
✓

Next-Generation

200 eV (FWHM) → 2 eV (FWHM)

0.35mm x 0.35mm

160 array (or more) 

~100 usec



Micro-Calorimeter
data of  μcal and Si(Li) @NIST (from SNIC2006 slide by Joel Ullom)



Absorber

thermal 
conductance G

heat sink

heat capacity C

Thermometer

X-ray E

Tb ~50mK

T~100mK

time

T

X-ray absorbed

ΔT=E/C (~1mK)

E

τ=C/G (~100μs)

S. H. Moseley, J. Mather and D. McCammon, J. Appl. Phys., 56: 1257 (1984)

N � CT/kBT = C/kB

Number of phonons in the sensor

Thermal fluctuation�
NkBT =

�
kBT 2C

Energy resolution

�E = �
�

kBT 2C

ξ: coefficient for thermometer’s 
intrinsic noise

Micro-Calorimeter



Superconducting TES
S. H. Moseley, J. Mather and D. McCammon, J. Appl. Phys., 56: 1257 (1984)

T

Resistance

0
Tc~100mK

Super-
conducting

normal 
conducting

TES = thermometer sensitive to the very small 
temperature difference ΔT=1mK

slope:α � =
d lnR

d lnT
~1000

�EFWHM = 2.35

�
4kBT 2C

|�|

�
n

2

T=0.1K, C=1pJ/K, n=5
ΔE~1.4eV (FWHM)kB = 1.38 x 10-23 J/K

1eV = 1.6x10-19 J

T dependent conductance

slope

G � nTn�1



time

T

X-ray absorbed

ΔT=E/C (~1mK)

E

τ=C/G (~100μs)
Tc

TES Operation

Voltage biased TES

Pbias =
V 2

R
negative electrothermal feedback

X-ray absorbed 
　→ increase T
　→ increase R
　→ decrease I and Pbias

　  → back to initial T

TES is voltage biased

deposited energy  increases T & R

1. decrease in current to SQUID = 
signal

2. reduction in bias power 
accelerates return to To

Electrical circuit and negative electrothermal feedback

electrical circuit

R
VPbias
2

 SQUID

TES

electrothermal feedback provides
improved stability and speed

L

Ibias

apply Ibias to a shunt resistor

V = IbiasRsh

Rsh

50-100mK cooled down by Adiabatic 
Demagnetization Refrigerator (ADR)



TES Optimization
Excess noise proportional to Jonson noise

�E = 2.35

�
4kBT 2C

�

�
n(1 + M2)

2

M � 0.2�1/2 empirically, lower α to lower 
excess noise

Optimization: reduce T, C, α, and M
match C/α

from SNIC2006 slide by Joel Ullom



Transition Edge Sensor
for γ-ray

large absorber

heat sink

TES

256 pixels 53 eV FWHM @ 97 keV

TES at NIST
single pixel 22eV FWHM @ 97keV 

M.K. Bacrania et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 56 (2009) 2299

D.A. Bennett et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83 (2012) 093113



What difference with crystal 
diffraction method?

limited energy range
lattice constant and angle

( )S. Lenz et al.rPhysics Letters B 416 1998 50–5552

Fig. 1. Set-up of the cyclotron trap and the crystal spectrometer in the p E5 area at PSI. 1: Cyclotron trap. 2: Targetcell. 3: X-ray tube. 4:
Curved crystal. 5: CCD detector. 6: Vacuum tube. 7: Contour of concrete shielding.

gle formed by the source, the crystal, and the detec-
tor. In line with the rotation axis of the support arm
the crystal could be rotated independently about its
axis. The angular rotation of the crystal with respect
to the detector was measured using a high precision
angular encoder with an accuracy of "0.12XX, corre-
sponding to a precision of 0.44ppm in the pion mass.
The variation of the crystal temperature was at maxi-
mum "0.5K.
The crystal and target shared a common vacuum

of about 10y3 mbar. The vacuum of the liquid-

nitrogen-cooled CCD detector of 10y6 mbar was
separated from that of the spectrometer by a 7.5mm
Kapton window.
The detection rate of pionic nitrogen transitions

was about 120rh at 1mA proton current from the
accelerator. The pion measurements alternated with
measurements using a copper fluorescence target in
order to calibrate the energy and check the stability
of the system. The pionic X-rays collected in this
way are shown in the upper part of Fig. 2. The two
main lines correspond to the pionic 5g-4f and the

cyclotron trap and crystal spectrometer in πE5 at PSI
target

curved 
crystal

CCD

cyclotron 
trap

limited mobility, inflexible

limited solid angle



Motivation

Two theories of kaonic-atom potential

2. Mass of kaon

“deep or shallow”

1. Strong interaction study



40% C.J. Batty et al. IPhysics Reports 287 (1997) 385445 
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Fig. IT. Shift and width values for kaonic atoms. The continuous lines join points calculated with the 
potential discussed in Section 4.2. 

best-fit optical 

Ref. [44]. For ease of reference, the complete data set listed in [44] will be referred to as ALL. 
The data set with 180 and 98Mo omitted will be denoted LESS, whilst the measurements for the 
two isotope pairs 160-180 and 92Mo-98Mo will be referred to as ISO. 

Physics Reports 287 (1997) 385-445

Various targets data

1.2. K−-NUCLEUS STRONG INTERACTION 3

1.2 K−-nucleus strong interaction

The measurement of the strong interaction shift and width is a unique method to
precisely determine theK−-nucleus strong interaction at low-energy limit. Therefore
many X-ray measurements have been performed to accumulate the various target
data from hydrogen to uranium.

In the 1970’s, Seki and Wiegand [16] analyzed the available kaonic atom data
with a simple optical potential which was characterized by an “effective” kaon-
nucleon scattering length. Then Batty [33] obtained an attractive phenomenological
optical potential and an “effective” kaon-nucleon scattering length by fitting the
experimental data of atomic number Z > 2. The simple optical potential is written:

V = −2π

µ

(
1 +

µ

m

)
[aeffK−pρp(r) + aeffK−nρn(r)], (1.2)

where µ is the kaon-nucleus reduced mass, m is the nucleon mass, ρp(r) and ρn(r)
are the proton and neutron density distributions, and aeffK−p, a

eff
K−n are complex “ef-

fective” scattering lengths. Assuming the same density distributions of proton and
neutron, the potential can be written:

V = −2π

µ

(
1 +

µ

m

)
āρ(r), (1.3)

where ρ(r) is the nucleon density distribution and ā is an average complex “effective”
kaon-nucleon scattering length. Figure 1.1 shows Batty’s fit of the strong-interaction
shifts and widths of kaonic atoms. Note that the minus sign of the shift and the
log scale of the vertical axis. Batty obtained ā = 0.34 + i0.84 fm, which means the
K−-nuclues optical potential is attractive.

TheK−-nucleus optical potential is attractive, while the measured strong-interaction
shifts of kaonic atoms are repulsive. (The “repulsive” shift means the atomic level
is shifted to “upward” and then the observed X-ray energy is “smaller” than the
Coulomb transition energy). In 1980, a theoretical explanation of this feature was
given by Deloff [34] in the framework of multiple scattering theory as formulated by
Watson [35] and by Kerman, McManus, and Thaler [36]. Deloff showed the depth of
the optical potential to be a nonlinear function of the free kaon-nucleon scattering
lengths as following

ā =
1

2

(
aK−p

1 + aK−p/bq
+

aK−n

1 + aK−n/bq

)

, (1.4)

where aK−p and aK−n are the K−p and K−n scattering lengths at threshold and
bq is a parameter related to the shape and range of the kaon-nucleon interaction.
Batty [33] showed Deloff’s model well reproduced the “effective” scattering length
ā with the parameter bq ∼ 1 by using Martin’s free scattering lengths [37].

Presently, the sign change of the real part of effective scattering length is un-
derstood by a density dependent interpretation. There have been two controversial

4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Fit of strong interaction shifts and widths of available kaonic atoms
(Z > 2) [33]. n is the principal quantum number. Note that the minus sign of the
shift and the log scale of the vertical axis.

analyses of the K−-nucleus potential. One is a relatively “deep” density-dependent
optical potential with nuclear-matter depth ReV (ρ0) ∼ −(150−200) MeV obtained
by phenomenological fits [18, 19, 38] (ρ0 = 0.16 fm−3 is the normal nuclear mat-
ter density). The phenomenological potential is expressed by replacing a with a
density-dependent term as follows:

a → a0 + A0[ρ(r)/ρ(0)]
α, (1.5)

where a0 is the free K−-nucleon value, which is fixed to be −0.15 ± i0.62 fm, and
A0 and α are fit parameters. When α is positive, the additional term vanishes as
the density goes to zero. Thus the sign changes around the surface of the nuclear
matter while keeping the (deep) attractive optical potential inside.

The other analysis is a “shallow” potential with ReV (ρ0) ∼ −(40 − 60) MeV
obtained by a chiral unitary model [39–41]. The chiral unitary model gives a
parametrized K− self energy, which is obtained from the interaction of K− with pro-
tons and neutrons in symmetric nuclear matter at K− threshold (k0 = mK ,#k = 0),
as follows:

ΠK(k, ρ) = −4π(1 + µ/m)aeff (ρ)ρ, (1.6)

where aeff is effective scattering length, ρ(#pF ) = (2/3π2)|#pF |3 and #pF is the Fermi
momentum. Figure 1.2 shows the density-dependent aeff results of chiral unitary
model. The real part of aeff changes its sign from negative to positive (repulsive to
attractive) around the zero density. In addition, the results are similar to Batty’s
phenomenological fit results [33] at ρ ∼ ρ0/4.

Both analyses are in good agreement with the available kaonic atom data (Z >
2), except for oxygen. The deep-or-shallow problem is still an open question.

Phenomenological optical potential 
model (density dependent)

strong-interaction
shift and width

Re(V)~ -150~200 MeV
“deep” potential

C.J.Batty, E.Friedman, A.Gal, 

repulsive shifts



the kaonic atom data are also reproduced well by the chiral
unitary model, as we will see later on, it seems that the
strong shifts and widths of the kaonic atoms are mainly de-
termined by the optical potential strength at a certain nuclear
density, !"!0/4. This was the case of pionic atoms #15$
although the effective densities felt by the pions were differ-
ent.
We would like to mention other density dependent scat-

tering lengths obtained by the phenomenological fit of #16$.
One of their results can be written as

ae f f%!&!%"0.15#0.62i &#%1.66"0.04i &#!/!0$0.24 #fm$ .
%4&

The real part of this effective scattering length also changes
its sign and provides an attractive interaction in the nuclear
medium. However, the real part depends on the density much
more strongly than our results and gives Re ae f f(!0)
!1.51 #fm$ . On the other hand, the density dependence of
the imaginary part is rather flat and the strength is similar to
our results.

III. KAONIC ATOM STRUCTURE

We study the properties of kaonic bound states by solving
the Klein-Gordon equation

#"'! 2#(2#2(Vopt%r &$)%r! &!#E"VCoul%r &$2)%r! &.
%5&

Here, ( is the kaon-nucleus reduced mass and VCoul(r) is
the Coulomb potential with a finite nuclear size:

VCoul%r &!"e2! !p%r!&

"r!"r!!"
d3r!, %6&

where !p(r) is the proton density distribution. We take the
Woods-Saxon form for the density and keep the shapes of
neutron and proton density distributions the same:

!%r &!!n%r &#!p%r &!
!0

1#exp#%r"R &/a$
, %7&

where we use R!1.18A1/3"0.48 #fm$ and a!0.5 #fm$ with
A the nuclear mass number.
The kaon-nucleus optical potential is related to the kaon

self-energy in nuclear matter as *K!2(Vopt . We use the
optical potential in a finite nucleus. In coordinate space this
is accomplished by means of the local density approximation
%LDA&, where ! of nuclear matter is substituted by !(r) of
the nucleus. This procedure is exact for the lowest order term
in the density of the S-wave self-energy and arguments were
given in #17$ for the accuracy of the LDA in higher orders.
At the same time the translation code from nuclear matter to
finite nuclei for P waves was also given. Thus, we have

2(Vopt%r &!"4+,ae f f%!&!%r &, %8&

with the effective scattering length ae f f and , defined in
Sec. II.

We solve the Klein-Gordon equation numerically follow-
ing the method of Oset and Salcedo #18$. The applications of
the method to the pionic atom studies were reported in detail
in Ref. #19$.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We show here the numerical results on kaonic atoms with
the optical potential obtained from the local density approxi-
mation using the chiral unitary selfenergy at various nuclear
matter densities. We show in Fig. 3 the energy shifts and
widths for several kaonic atoms in comparison with data.
The calculated results agree with the experimental data well.
The quality of the agreement is as good as the phenomeno-
logical potentials. We note, here, that the theoretical model
does not contain any free parameter to reproduce the data.
The energy levels for atomic kaonic states in O and Ca

are shown in Fig. 4, where the results of the chiral model and
those of the phenomenological model #Eq. %4&$ are com-
pared. We can see that the results obtained with both poten-
tials are very similar. We find that the deep atomic states
such as 1s in 40Ca, still unobserved, appear with narrower
widths than the separation between levels and are predicted
to be quasistable states. Similar results to those of the phe-
nomenological potential shown in Fig. 4 were reported by
Friedman and Gal #21$.
In Fig. 5, we show the energy levels including the shallow

atomic and the deep nuclear kaonic states of Ca using the
chiral unitary model potential. The shallow atomic states are
shown by dashed bars. The deep nuclear ones are shown by

FIG. 3. The calculated energy shifts and widths are shown as
functions of the nucleus atomic number for 2p , 3d , and 4 f kaonic
atom states. Experimental data are also shown #20$.
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mation using the chiral unitary selfenergy at various nuclear
matter densities. We show in Fig. 3 the energy shifts and
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Re(V)~ -40~60 MeV

“shallow” potential

Phys. Rev. C 61 (2000) 055205

S.Hirenzaki, Y.Okumura, H.Toki, 
E.Oset, and A.Ramos,

a kind of fundamental approach



No precise data to distinguish the “deep” or 
“shallow” potentials

Can distinguish the potentials depth with the 
data of strong-interaction shift and width?

Probably... Yes!
(discussions with many theorists: Friedman, Akaishi, 
Hirenzaki, Yamagata, Hiyama, Koike) 

Need precision of 
~0.1-eV shift and a-few-eV width
Measure a series of targets 
(3,4He, 6,7Li, ... and heavy atoms)

(Honorifics omitted)



side view top view

x-ray detector

liq. He target liq. He target
~0.1L

6cm
degraded K- beam K- beam

Very simple simulation

How much is the precision?
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Simple comparison

TES
SDD
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K-4He Lα 
counts

Energy 
resolution 
(FWHM)

Statistical 
accuracy of 
x-ray energy

SDD
KEK-PS

E570 1st and 2nd 
cycles

1500
(total 1.5 month) 190 eV 2 eV

=190/2.35/sqrt(1500)

TES
J-PARC

100
(4 days?)

2 eV 0.09 eV
=2/2.35/sqrt(100)TES

J-PARC
100

(4 days?) 3 eV 0.13 eV
TES

J-PARC
100

(4 days?)
4 eV 0.17 eV

from S.Okada

Expected precision
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Direct comparison with theories

but there is a problem on systematics error...

TES precision
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WEIGHTED AVERAGE
493.677±0.013 (Error scaled by 2.4)

Values above of weighted average, error,
and scale factor are based upon the data in
this ideogram only.  They are not neces-
sarily the same as our ‘best’ values,
obtained from a least-squares constrained fit
utilizing measurements of other (related)
quantities as additional information.

BACKENSTO... 73 CNTR 0.1
CHENG 75 CNTR 1.0
BARKOV 79 EMUL 0.1
LUM 81 CNTR
GALL 88 CNTR 13.6
DENISOV 91 CNTR 7.7

χ2

      22.4
(Confidence Level = 0.0002)

493.55 493.6 493.65 493.7 493.75 493.8 493.85

m
K± (MeV)

mK+ − mK−mK+ − mK−mK+ − mK−mK+ − mK−

Test of CPT.

VALUE (MeV) EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN CHG

−0.032±0.090−0.032±0.090−0.032±0.090−0.032±0.090 1.5M 4 FORD 72 ASPK ±
4 FORD 72 uses m

π+ − m
π− = +28 ± 70 keV.

K± MEAN LIFEK± MEAN LIFEK± MEAN LIFEK± MEAN LIFE

VALUE (10−8 s) EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN CHG COMMENT

1.2380±0.0021 OUR FIT1.2380±0.0021 OUR FIT1.2380±0.0021 OUR FIT1.2380±0.0021 OUR FIT Error includes scale factor of 1.9.
1.2379±0.0021 OUR AVERAGE1.2379±0.0021 OUR AVERAGE1.2379±0.0021 OUR AVERAGE1.2379±0.0021 OUR AVERAGE Error includes scale factor of 1.9. See the ideogram
below.
1.2347±0.0030 15M 5 AMBROSINO 08 KLOE ± φ → K+ K−

1.2451±0.0030 250k KOPTEV 95 CNTR K at rest, U target
1.2368±0.0041 150k KOPTEV 95 CNTR K at rest, Cu target
1.2380±0.0016 3M OTT 71 CNTR + K at rest
1.2272±0.0036 LOBKOWICZ 69 CNTR + K in flight
1.2443±0.0038 FITCH 65B CNTR + K at rest

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

1.2415±0.0024 400k 6 KOPTEV 95 CNTR K at rest
1.221 ±0.011 FORD 67 CNTR ±
1.231 ±0.011 BOYARSKI 62 CNTR +
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Difference
60keV

CarbonPb
W

Charged kaon mass

±7keV±11keV

±0.15 eV on K-4He 
3d→2p x-ray mass error 13keV

+0.7 to -0.7 eV
shift?  or kaon mass?



K-12C (4f→3d) 22105.61±0.26 eV

2000 events, ΔE=5eV(FWHM)
K-12C(5→4) 10.2 keV

Stat. and syst. error ±0.05 eV
Mass error = 3.5 keV

Crystal diffraction method

TES (expect)

A.S. Denisov et al. JETP Lett. 54 (1991) 558

Mass error: 7 keV

Charged kaon mass
The latest measurement

K-C  4f→3d x-rays with crystal spectroscopy

Kaon mass is essential to determine the strong- 
interaction shift with 0.1-eV order of magnitude

correspond to ±0.08 eV for K-He

correspond to ±0.04 eV for K-He



Application at J-PARC

K− beam

Dilution
refrigerator

Carbon degrader

Scintillation counter

Small drift
chambers

Beam VETO
counter

Liq. 3He target

new X-ray
detection system

Setup

stop K-
in a target

K-atom
X-rays

from S.Okada

TES

liq. He target

6cm



Acceptance 
(including x-ray 

attenuation)

Number of 
stopped 

kaon

Absolute x-
ray yield / 
stopped K

Time X-ray 
counts

KEK-PS
E570 2nd 
cycle with 

SDDs

KEK-PS
E570 2nd 
cycle with 

SDDs
0.126% / 
7SDDs

~300/spill 
(2sec) ~8% 272 hours

1700 w/o cuts 
(including trigger 
condition ~40%)

TES
J-PARC 
(30kW)

He 0.024%
~300?/spill 

(2sec)
duty ~45%

~8% 4 days 130
TES

J-PARC 
(30kW)

C ~0.01%
self attenuation

~2000?/
spill (2sec)
duty ~45%

~17% 1 weeks 2500
must be checked!

Rough yield estimation



Starting successful collaboration with NIST!

S. Okada (RIKEN)

S. Yamada (RIKEN)

S. Ishimoto (KEK)

H. Shi (U-Tokyo)

D.A. Bennett
W.B. Doriese
J.W. Fowler
K.D. Irwin
D.S. Swetz
D.R. Schmidt
J.N. Ullom

NIST
Working persons in Japan

Planning a test experiment with beam... in 2013-2014
Preparing a proposal ... experiment in 2014-2015



Summary
Ultra-high resolution photon detector

Micro-calorimeter : superconducting TES
2eV FWHM @ 6keV

possibly solve the “deep” or “shallow” problem of 
the kaonic-atom optical potential depth

0.1-eV shift and a-few eV width

Kaon mass is essential to determine the shift

Plans for near-future test and experiment



Backup



Very sensitive magnetometer
DC SQUID

TES Operation with SQUID

ΩΩ

Figure 2: An example of a SQUID readout circuit for a TES. A TES is voltage-biased by applying a current
to a small shunt resistor RSH in parallel with the TES resistance RTES ! RSH. The current through the
TES is measured by a first-stage SQUID, which is in turn voltage-biased by a current through a small shunt
resistor with resistance ≈ 0.1Ω. The output current of the first-stage SQUID is measured by a series-array
SQUID. A feedback flux is applied to linearize the first-stage SQUID.

L

IBIAS

RSH

TES

RPAR

L

V
TES

RL

(a) (b)

Figure 3: The TES input circuit and a Thevenin-equivalent representation. (a) A bias current IBIAS is
applied to a shunt resistor RSH in parallel with a parasitic resistance RPAR, an inductance L (including
both SQUID and stray inductance), and a TES. (b) The circuit model used in this section, the Thevenin
equivalent of the circuit in 3(a). A bias voltage V = IBIASRSH is applied to a load resistor RL = RSH+RPAR,
the inductance L, and the TES.

10

TES SQUID

300K

4K

50mK

superconductor loop 
Josephson junctions
cooper-pairs tunneling

φ

K.D.Irwin and G.C.Hilton (NIST) Appl. Phys. 99 (2005) 63-149



e−

negatively 
charged 

particle beam

K−

Nucleus

Auger electron

Coulomb capture

n� � ne

�
m�

K

me

n*~30 for 4He

mK* reduced kaon mass

highly excited states

π −p−

Z+

Exotic atoms

μ−

Dirac eq.
Klein-Gordon eq.

Energy levels (Coulomb interaction)



K−

Nucleus

Cascade down 
(de-excitation) t~10-12 s

X-ray

faster than decay

e−

Coulomb + Strong interaction
Strong-interaction Shift and Width on the last atomic orbit

Exotic atoms

X-ray 
spectroscopy



Investigations

strong interaction at threshold

mass and magnetic moments

test of QED

K−π −p− Σ−

μ−

K−π −p− Σ−

nuclear charge radius
μ−

neutron density distribution
π −p−



Investigations

strong interaction at threshold

mass and magnetic moments

test of QED

K−π −p− Σ−

μ−

K−π −p− Σ−

nuclear charge radius
μ−

neutron density distribution
π −p−

✓

✓



The beginning of exotic-atom x-ray spectroscopy



Kaonic atom x-ray

gas-proportional counter
ΔE/E = 12.5% at 22 keV

Argonne ZGS  (Zero Gradient Synchrotron), U.S.

K-4He 3d→2p



Si(Li) and Ge(Li) detectors
340 eV FWHM at 6 keV

Bevatron

Kaonic atom x-ray



Kaonic atom x-ray

gion. A resonant state L(1405) couples to the K N system
just below the K N threshold in the I50 channel. The
L(1405) is one of the most poorly understood objects among
low-mass baryons. The dispute about its structure, whether it
is a K N bound state @2–4# or a three-quark state @5,6#, is still
unresolved. Since the L(1405) resonance dominates the I
50 K N amplitude near threshold, it is expected that the
structure of the L(1405) can be investigated through study
of the low-energy K N interaction, in particular, through mea-
surement of kaonic hydrogen atom x rays. More importantly,
systematic studies of the low-energy KN and K N interac-
tions will allow a more reliable determination of the KN S

term (SKN), which is related to the strangeness content of
the proton @7#.
At present experimental data are available for ~a! K2p

elastic and inelastic cross sections, ~b! branching ratios for
the K2 absorption at rest in hydrogen, ~c! Sp invariant mass
distribution below the K N threshold @showing the L(1405)
resonance bump#, and ~d! three measurements of kaonic hy-
drogen x rays @8–10#. The results of the previous studies of
the low-energy K N interaction are quite puzzling. Conven-
tional analyses of data for ~a!–~c! find that ReaK2p,0. For
example, Martin @11# obtained a0521.701i0.68 fm and
a150.371i0.60 fm. From Eq. ~1!, if ReaK2p,0, the
strong-interaction shift of the kaonic hydrogen atom 1s state
should be repulsive. The three previous measurements, how-
ever, all reported an attractive shift. This discrepancy has
been found to be impossible to reconcile in the conventional
theoretical framework and has been called ‘‘the kaonic hy-
drogen puzzle.’’ The quality of the previous x-ray measure-
ments, however, was also called into question. The x-ray
spectra suffered from a large background and low statistics,

and hence x-ray signals were very difficult to identify. There-
fore, a definitive experiment has been long awaited.
We have performed a new experiment at KEK to measure

kaonic hydrogen x rays, using novel experimental tech-
niques, and have succeeded in observing distinct K-series
kaonic hydrogen x rays with good signal-to-noise ratio in the
energy spectrum. A preliminary result has been reported
@12#. In this paper, we present a full account of our experi-
ment, including the details of the analysis that have not been
previously reported.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS

A kaonic hydrogen atom is formed when a negative kaon
is stopped in hydrogen. A typical experimental procedure for
the kaonic hydrogen x-ray measurement consists of exposing
a hydrogen target to a low-energy kaon beam and detecting
emitted x rays coincident with the incoming kaons by detec-
tors placed in or around the target. In this experiment, in
addition to these, tagging on two charged pions from the
K2p absorption was used in order to select appropriate
events. The use of a gaseous target is another new feature of
this experiment. A detailed description of the principles of
the experiment and the experimental apparatus is given in a
separate paper @13#. Here we give a short account relevant to
the later description of the data analysis procedure.
The experiment was performed at the K3 low-energy

separated beam line at the KEK Proton Synchrotron. A
cross-sectional side view of the experimental apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1. For later use, a Cartesian coordinate system
(x ,y ,z) is defined with the z axis along the beam direction
~the beam travels in the positive z direction!, the x axis hori-
zontal, and the y axis vertical. Also a cylindrical coordinate

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus ~cross section!. Negative kaons of 600 MeV/c were slowed down in the carbon degrader and brought to
rest in the hydrogen gas target, forming kaonic hydrogen atoms. The timing of the incoming beam was determined by the B2 counter. Three
Lucite Čerenkov counters served for K/p separation. X rays from kaonic hydrogen atoms were detected with the Si~Li! x-ray detectors
placed in the hydrogen volume. The two layers of scintillation counter arrays ~T1 and T2!, the two cylindrical MWPCs ~C1 and C2!, and the
water Čerenkov counter array surrounding the target served to detect two charged pions from K2p absorption to select appropriate events.
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Observation of kaonic hydrogen Kα x rays
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target at 4 atm and 100 K (,0.94 3 1023 gycm3) giving
an effective thickness of 50 mgycm 2.
An array of 60 Si(Li) crystals, each with a sensitive

area of 200 mm2, was positioned directly in the hydrogen
gas inside the aluminum target vessel to view the stopping
volume of the kaons. The inner surface of the vessel was
covered by thin titanium (Ti) foils whose fluorescence
served as an in-beam energy calibration.
Since the kaon beam is contaminated by pions (Kyp ,

0.01 just before the target), the timing of the x-ray signal
is important for reducing the accidental background.
After time walk corrections of the Si(Li) detectors, a
resolution of 290 6 10 nsec (FWHM) was obtained for
the summed time spectrum. We defined a “prompt time”
gate for kaons with a 6360 nsec width. We recorded
the time of beam pions striking the beam counters and
rejected signals of the Si(Li) detectors coincident with
these pions.
An 55Fe source was inserted periodically when beam

was off to determine the calibration of each Si(Li) detector.
Only Si(Li) detectors whose resolution was better than
400 eV (,25 detectors on average) were selected and
summed.
The Ti fluorescence x rays in the prompt time gate

(shown in Fig. 2) were used as an in-beam energy
calibration source to monitor the gain stability. By
fitting the summed spectrum of Ti Ka1 , Ka2 , and Kb

with the known intensity ratios and energies [11], we
obtained an energy resolution of 407 6 7 eV (FWHM).
This resolution is consistent with that obtained using 55Fe.
It is predominantly determined by microphonic noise
and its energy dependence is negligible in the region of
interest.

FIG. 2. X-ray spectrum in the prompt time gate. The inset
shows the typical x-ray time spectrum for the x rays from 2 to
20 keV. The dashed line is the prompt time gate.

K2p absorption produces various reaction products in-
cluding high energy g rays which were the major back-
ground source of the previous experiments. By selecting
the branches K2p ! S6p7 followed by S6 ! np6,
we can exclude all reactions producing high energy g
rays. These branches (,50%) were identified by tagging
on two charged pions.
Furthermore, this two-charged-pion tag enables us to

determine the kaon reaction point as a vertex by tracking
both pion trajectories. We used two layers of cylindrical
wire chambers to reconstruct the vertex point and two
layers of plastic scintillation counters to trigger those
events. We applied the fiducial selection of the target
volume using the vertex point. False triggers caused by
high energy electrons, which are mainly produced by g-
ray conversion, were rejected by water Čerenkov counters
placed just behind the trigger counters.
In order to identify the formation of kaonic hydro-

gen atoms and to reject the contaminating in-flight
decaysyreactions, we utilized the correlation between the
kaon range and its time of flight in the hydrogen gas.
Because the stopping power of our gaseous target is quite
low, the “kaon stop” events have a large delay depending
on their range in the gas.
After applying these event selections, we obtained the

x-ray energy spectrum shown in Fig. 3. In the spectrum,
we clearly observed kaonic hydrogen K-series x rays at
about 6 and 8 keV, which are identified to be Ka (2p
to 1s) and Kcomplex (3p or higher to 1s), respectively.
The pure electromagnetic value of the kaonic hydrogen
Ka x-ray energy [EEMsKad] is 6.480 6 0.001 keV, which

FIG. 3. Kaonic hydrogen x-ray spectrum. The inset shows
the result of peak fitting and the components.

3068

M.Iwasaki et al., PRL78(1997)3067

Si(Li) detectors
400 eV FWHM at 6 keV

KEK-PSK-p 2p→1s

K-p: attractive interaction



A.S. Denisov et al. JETP Lett. 54 (1991) 558

The latest measurement
K-C  4f→3d x-rays with crystal spectroscopy


